Highlands

Malt whisky ‘Uisga Beatha (The Water of Life)

Smooth & Floral

Known as one of the most scenic regions in Scotland, this and of rugged peaks & heather covered moor-and is geographically
the largest of the whisky-producing regions. It covers three major areas & a variety of warm, rounded single malt whiskies:
The West Coast (West Highlands) with its maritime influence on malts such as Oban. The Central Highlands, including
the heather & honey from one of Scotland’s highest distilleries: Dalwhinnie.

Aberfeldy, 12 years, Creamy malt with sherried fruit with a trailing hint of smoke on nose. Sweet, malty, a gentle peat

£5.60

Ardbeg 10 years, Is revered around the world as the peatiest, smokiest, most complex single malt of them all. Yet it does
not flaunt the peat; rather it gives way to the natural sweetness of the malt to produce a whisky of perfect balance
Balblair 10 years. this 10year old was released before the standard vintage range of whiskies. Expect plenty of spice,
malt and a hint of smoke. Peppery nose, with crème caramel, malt, cinammon and orange marmalade and syrup
Clynelish, 14 years. Taste confirms the nose, peaty & spicy. A perfect balance of peat & rare malt spices.

£6.05

on palate but nonetheless the mouth feel is clean with faint hint of citrus.

£6.10
£6.10

Dalwhinnie, 15 years. Smooth, soft & lasting flavours of heather, honey sweetness & vanilla followed by deeper citrus- £6.60
fruit flavours & hints of malted bread.

Dalmore, 12 years. The aged Oloroso butts smooth its rich, fleshy body with great harmony. Almost a concentrated citric

£6.30

Dalmore, 15 years. A rich & aromatic heart full of orange marmalade, cinnamon & nutmeg with a mandarin, vanilla,

£6.65

mouth-feel captivates & tantalizes the middle part of your tongue.

crushed apple & ginger mouth-feel to tantalize your tongue & an abundant aftertaste of peppery spice & oak to reward the
palate.

Dalmore, 18 years. An aroma of orange, marmalade, cinnamon & nutmeg. A galaxy of dark chocolate, candied citrus £12.60
fruits, rich coffee, nutmeg & cloves top tantalize the palate. An aftertaste of citrus fruit, oak & spice.

Dalmore, Portwood Reserve. Sweet red berries, Seville oranges, plummy fruits and sticky toffee pudding. On the £10.50
Palate. Nectarines, creamy caramel, roasted chestnuts and Java coffee.
Edradour, 10 years. Smooth, creamy, light malty taste, with mellow warming finish.

£5.05

Fettercairn. Tropical fruit and sticky Jamaican ginger cake add a sweet and spicy depth which a flicker of bitter herbs

£4.90

Glenmorangie, 10 years. First, vanilla is detected on the tongue before it ripples along the palate bringing a burst of

£5.10

Glenmorangie the Qunta Ruban, 12 years. Dark mint chocolate, tangerines & Seville oranges mingle with

£6.75

Glenmorangie the Lasanta, 12 years. Warm spices mix with smooth chocolate covered raisins, honeycomb & caramel

£6.55

Glenmorangie The Nector d’Or, 12 years. Lime & orange rind, sultanas & dates give a rich fruity flavour laced

£8.30

and vanilla complement.

flowery fruitiness. About a minute after tasting, you are left with a clean & salving aftertaste with hints of orange & peach.
sandalwood & walnut before giving way to a spicy finish of pepper & nutmeg. Mint chocolate & walnuts envelop the palate
like velvet, laying the foundations for rose, Turkish delight & sweet Seville oranges.

toffee. Deliciously sweet sherry flavoured sultanas, orange segments, walnuts & butterscotch combine to create complex warm
spices.
with tantalizing spices of coconut & nutmeg. Ginger, nutmeg & toasted almonds bring a deep, warming taste interwoven
with syrupy lemon meringue & honeycomb middle.

Glenmorangie, 18 years. Rich, rounded & sweet with dried fruits & a complex floral fragrance. The taste is balanced £12.60
between honey, malt & flowery scents. Dates & figs emerge with a hint of wood smoke.

Glenmorangie the Signet. A strong Aruba espresso fused with a treacle plum pudding, rich with sherry, & candied £16.75
orange peel. A contrast of rich sweetness with an explosive crackle of sizzling spices & bitter mocha.

Oban, 14 years. Mouth-filling late autumn fruits - dried figs & honey-sweet spices & a smoky malty dryness.

£6.50

Old Pultney, 12 years. Dry, medium bodied & smooth, faintly salty with a slight sherry note. Elegant touches of smoke

£5.60

& peat.

Speyburn, 10 years. The nose is quite citrusy & zesty. Sugared orange peels & herbal notes, wood shavings & pine oil,

£4.95

Springbank, 10 years. The nose is big-bodied with oaked aridity. The peat is present & quite pungent with an earthen

£6.95

Tomatin, 12 years. The palate is rewarded with a unique combination of attractive flavours - a balance of apples, pears

£4.95

Tomatin, Port wood. 14 years. Quite a powerful nose. Big bunches of red berries & grapes. Vanilla, oak & hints

£5.40

Tomatin, 18 years. Sweet & honeyed at first, with an oaky edge. Develops in the mouth with a bite of citrus & a hint

£7.95

rubbed spearmint leaves & winter spice. The palate is of medium-body & quite smooth.

rootiness. Notes of exotic fruits & a hint of salinity. The palate is full-bodied with good helping cereal sweetness. There is
richness to the peat, with a dark nuttiness & whirling smoke. The finish is long & crisp with a coastal tang & a trailing
peat with oaked dryness.
& malt, with a gentle hint of nuttiness introduced by sherry wood. Very smooth & silky.

of white pepper. Dark chocolate dipped in strawberries on the palate with crushed almonds, walnuts, Victoria sponge (with
jam & cream in the middle) & a centre of Oak. A neat addition to Tomatin’s collection.
of dark chocolate. Long, sweet & slightly dry.

Tomatin, 36 years. This 36 year old whisky is smooth and creamy. The contents have been vatted from a combination £36.00
of ex-Bourbon and ex-Oloroso Sherry casks to create a delicious whisky released in small batches Tomatin 1988 Batch Release. This 1988 vintage limited release whisky is sweet & fresh. The contents have been £15.00
vatted from a combination of ex-Bourbon & ex-Port casks to create a delicious whisky which, on the nose, smell like
breakfast in a glass! Sweet with buttery nose; candy floss, Victoria sponge, red fruits, eucalyptus, mint, coconut. Fading smoke.
Fresh with lots of depth.

Tomatin, Cù Bòcan. Initially feather light, followed by a honeyed smoke; toasted almonds. The rich spice of cloves,

£5.25

Tomatin, Cù Bòcan, Sherry Cask. Hints of smoke, sweet paprika, dried fruits & treacle toffee alongside dominant

£6.55

Tomatin, Cù Bòcan, Virgin Oak. Lively Citrus fruits – lime juice & lemon sorbet. Oak driven flavours of vanilla,

£6.55

Tomatin, Cask Strength, This whisky is the first Cask Strength expression to be added to the Tomatin Highland

£6.75

Tomatin Legacy. Light & delicate with a candy sweetness which is peppered with hints of pine. Lemon sherbet, pineapple

£4.95

cinnamon & star anise create an enigmatic elegance.

wood, custard & malty notes. Rich & fruity, butter toffee & almonds on palate with hints of dark chocolate, coffee, biscuit,
roasted chestnuts. Slowly warming with an incredible sweetness & the light smoke becoming drier in time.

coconut & candy floss soon emerge with rosewater, red berries, fresh pear & pineapple in the background. Baked apples with
cinnamon & toffee & just a touch of smoke on palate. Clean & zingy with pleasant spice.

Single Malt Scotch Whisky core range, allowing to showcase the true Tomatin style in its most natural state – natural colour,
no chill filtration, full strength at 57.5% ABV. A marriage of full maturation Bourbon & Oloroso Sherry cask, it is spicy
& an excellent addition to the range.
& crunchy green apples with a touch of freshly baked sponge cake.

Lowlands
Light & Fresh

The terrain of the Lowlands is characterized by rolling fields which are ideally suited to growing grain whisky. The softer
landscape is mirrored in the region’s single malts which tend to be lighter in both colour & body, than those of the Highlands.
With little or no peat used in the drying of the malt, the whiskies distilled here are generally fresh & light, fragrant & floral
with cereal flavourings.

Auchentoshan, 12 year. One of the best 10 Year Old aromas you can find. It is medium bodied, soft fresh with a hint £6.75
of oak. A clean & fruity palate & a delicate sweet finish.

Auchentoshan Three Woods. This unique Auchentoshan Lowland Single Malt Whisky has been matured in three

£6.65

Glengoyne, 10 years. Clean, sweet. Green apples & grass with a hint of sweet liquorice.

£4.85

different cask types. Moving from American Bourbon to Spanish Oloroso Sherry – and finally Pedro Ximenez Sherry casks.
Three Wood is a rich, complex whisky with incredible toffee & sherry oak flavours.

Glenkinchie, 12 years. Light body. Smooth & malty with a touch of peat.

£5.10

Aberlour, 10 years. It is gold in colour with a dry fresh fruity aroma with sweet notes of mint toffee. It has smooth &

£5.10

Benromach, 10 years. Smoky with cereal & malt flavours. Dries up with spicy/peppery notes followed by a delicate

£5.10

Cardhu ,12 years. Lovely sherried nose with strong floral notes of rosewater and carnation.
Cardhu, 15 years. More toffeed & nuttier than the standard 12 year old Cardhu. This still has some of the crisp

£5.60
£11.00

creamy taste, with spicy-sweet nutmeg & honey combining with the dewy freshness of autumn fruits.
floral edge.

orchard fruit & vanilla flavours of the 12 year old but also has some more developed characters of dried fruits, caramel &
toasted oak.

Cardhu, 18 years. Extra-mature whisky that opens slowly with real finesse to reveal an exquisite structure appealing £22.00
to the connoisseur: Rich in body, yet still full of delicate flavour
Cragganmore, 12 years. Clean, round, malty & well-balanced. Lingering malt & soft smoke.

£5.90

Glenfarclas, 10 years. Offering delightful fruit, oak & sweet sensations, finish long & flavoursome.

£4.65

Glenfarclas, 15 years. Full bodied with super balance of sherried sweetness, malty tones & peaty flavours. Long lasting,

£6.75

gloriously sherried, sweet, gently smoky, & distinguished.

Glenfarclas, 25 years. Full-bodied & robust, the sherry & the oak fight for your attention yet neither are overpowering. £15.60
A powerful nutty smokiness. Intense, long lasting, dry smoky & malty. A beautiful dark Belgium chocolate taste at the
back of your mouth to complete the flavour of the 25 Years Old.

Glenlivet, Founder Reserve. Named in honour of the distillery's founder, George Smith, this is classic
Glenlivet, with a creamy and fruity character bolstered by the use of first-fill American oak to mature some of the whisky
Glentauchers. Hints of lemon grass & fresh orange, with oil barley in support.
Macallan Gold, 10 years. Soft, with maltiness, balanced with oak & fruit.

£5.60
£4.85

Macallan, 18 years. Full & lingering with rich dried fruits, spice, clove, orange & wood smoke.

£12.50

Muckle Flugga, Named after a small island in the Shetland Islands, this whisky comes from the Speyside Region is aged

£6.05

in first-use Sherry Oak Casks.
The Singleton, 12 years. Orange zest spiciness perks up a malty core of nuts, oak & toffee, hints of cut grass. Oaky,
rich with good length, some fruit lingers.

£6.10

£5.10

Islay

Peaty & Maritime

Sitting amongst the Inner Hebridean Scottish Isles, are the malt whisky producing islands of Islay & Skye. Rugged,
windswept & barren, the island landscapes generally produce single malt whiskies with strong peaty, maritime aromas. The
Island malts are unmistakably powerful, bursting with flavour, from the recognised smokiness apparent in almost all offerings,
to the more surprising notes such as the black pepper found in Talisker.

Ardbeg, 10 years. An initial moderate & clean sweetness is rapidly followed by a mouthful of deep peat notes, with

£6.05

Ardbeg, Uigeadail. Uigeadail (pronounced ‘Oog-a-dal’). A fine drop of Ardbeg bottled at cask strength. A marriage

£6.95

Arran, The High Sea, Smugglers Series. This dram is a powerful marriage of whisky matured in the finest rum

£12.60

Bowmore, 12 years. Bowmore has the classic peat of an Islay with a new set of flavours to caress your pallet. Floods of

£5.10

tobacco smoke & strong espresso coffee, which then gives way to treacle sweetness & liquorice. The mouth feel is firstly lightly
spiced (astringent), then chewing, mouth-watering, full & finally dry.
of Ardbeg from bourbon barrel & sherry butt which gives a sweet & smoky finish to this malt. Uigeadail is the loch from
which all Ardbeg water flows.
casks with time-honoured peated spirit & a rich layer of first-fill Bourbon barrel adding sweetness & fruit. The use of
rum casks in the maturation serves as recognition of Arrans importance, in years gone by, in the trade of diverse, black
market liquor. The resulting liquid is complex, full of character & a perfect tribute to these independent characters of
Arran.

honey, & a citrus flavour of lemon/orange to commingle on the palate with an overture or earthy smoke. As soon as it leaves

the tongue an effervescent taste of salt water & toffee. The after taste is one of a sophisticated smoky, sweet, salty, & ginger
that is long lasting.

Bruichladdich, 10 years. Lightly peaty, grain mash sweet & just a touch salty - the mid-palate impression is meatier

£5.80

Bunnahabbain, 12 years. Intense but still sweet with some peat hints, a rather rustic but still delicate taste.

£5.10

Bunnahabbain, 18 years. The beautiful aroma releasing honeyed nuts & a slightly sea-induced salty tang. Rich toffee

£13.50

Caol Ila, 12 years. Caol Ila 12 Year Old is of medium weight, but still packing plenty of potent phenols, this is a

£5.60

Highland Park, 12 years. Smoky sweetness; full malt delivery. With teasing, heathery & delicious finish.

£5.90

Jura, 10 years. Light peaty notes, with fruit & spicy overtones.

£5.90

Jura, 18 years. Softly smoky and packed with rich fruit flavour. Aged for 18 years in bourbon casks before a finish in

£9.50

Laphroaig, 10 years. Surprising sweetness with hints of salt & layers of peatiness.

£5.10

Lagavulin, 16 years. Dry peat smoke fills the palate with a gentle but strong sweetness, followed by sea & salt with

£5.95

Talisker, 10 years. Rich dried-fruit sweetness with clouds of smoke & strong barley-malt flavours, warming & intense.

£5.90

as tangy tastes of sea breeze, unsweetened coconut & oak resin unite.

& leathery oak notes can be sensed, while the palate is mellow sherried nuts & shavings of the finest natural oak wood. .
refined, powerful dram with a compensating oiliness. A balanced, peaty beauty.

red wine casks, this carefully balances the distillery`s soft smoke with weighty flavours from the casks.
£19.00
Jura, 21 years Smoky, spicy, cinnamon and peaty are the prominent flavours in this Jura.
Ledaig, 10 years. For 10 full years, oak wood casks lie in rest in ancient vaults. Within them, the aromatic Lochan £4.95
waters commune with the peated malted barley to create a deep golden treasure that is both floral & smoky.

touches of wood.

At the back of the mouth is an explosion of pepper.

Talisker, 18 years. A rich fruity nose – Victoria plums/perhaps dried orange peel, with a hint of butterscotch or rum £12.60
toffee, some smoke in the foreground – medium finish.

Talisker, 25 years. This is medium-bodied & smooth with a subtle smoky base; the balance is perfect with hints of sweet £25.00
caramel & the typical briny salinity that characterises the distillery.

Tobermory, 10 years. Peaty, fruity on a woody background. Little nuttiness.

£5.05

Blended Premium Scotch Whisky
Ballantines finest. Expressive, crisp barley sugars on nose with a rich & sweet palate. Soft & sweet finish.

£4.05

Ballantines, 17 years. It’s vibrant, well balanced & properly packed with honey, apples & biscuits with a hint of smoke.

£7.75

£15.00
Ballantines, 21 years Lively yet refined, the stone fruit, marmalade and liquorice notes jump from the glass.
£2
3.00
Ballantines, 30 year. Age is apparent on the nose with oak, honey & smoke. Fuller palate with fresh floral tones with
hints of sherried peels, fruitcake & salty butter.

Chivas Regal, 12 years. A spicy, beautifully balanced blend with lingering notes of cereal sweetness.

£4.80

Chivas Regal, 18 years. Aromas of orange peel, vanilla fudge & malted barley. Medium bodied palate with hints of

£7.15

marmalade, dark chocolate & touch of wood & smoke. Long well balanced finish with spice emanating from the oak.

Chivas Regal, 25 years Chivas 25 is a rare and exclusive blend of the finest Scotch whiskies, which have all been aged £19.00
for a minimum of 25 years. Chivas Regal is available only as a strictly limited release in individually numbered bottles.

Blended Scotch Whisky

Bells. Quite smooth & medium bodied with notes of fruitcake & smoke.

£4.10

Famous Grouse. A very malty, biscuit blend with just a hint of spice & a slightly sweet finish.

£4.10

Johnney Walker Red Label. The palate is quite full & rich. The finish is long & pungent with good smoke.

4.50

Johnney Walker Black Label. The finish is quite fruity & long with a note of sultanas & mixed peels.

£4.50

Blended Whiskey
Canadian Club, Canadian Whiskey. There are notes of winter spice & dark sugars, a touch of rum.

£4.60

Jack Daniels, Tennessee Whiskey. There are hints of dry spice & a touch of smoke. Cereal sweetness & oaky finish.

£4.50

Makers Mark, Bourbon Whiskey. Spiced honey & mixed peels notes. Finish is sweet with butterscotch & oak spice.

£5.10

Featured Distillery

William Grant & Sons. William Grant & Sons Ltd. is an independent, family-owned Scottish company which
distils Scotch whisky & other selected categories of spirits. It was established in 1887 by William Grant, & is now run by
the descendants of the founder. It is the largest of the handful of Scotch whisky distillers remaining in family ownership.
It was the dream of William Grant to make the ‘best dram in the valley’ inspires the company in all its ventures & five
generations later, this still holds true. William Grant & Sons distils some of the world’s leading brands of Scotch whisky,
including Glenfiddich, the world’s favourite single malt, The Balvenie range of handcrafted single malts & Grant’s one of
the world’s most loved blended Scotches. In addition, now have one of Ireland’s finest Irish Whiskeys, Tullamore D.E.W.
& the newest addition to the family, the premium liqueur, Drambuie.

Balvenie double wood, 12 years. Mellow, rich & smooth. Interesting complexities that will make you pay attention

£5.45

Balvenie Caribbean cask, 14 years. The aroma is rich with notes of tropical fruits, namely passion fruit & creamy

£6.00

Balvenie single barrel, 15 years. Fragrant aroma of vanilla, honeyed sweetness, hints of heather & dry oaky notes.

£6.65

Balvenie double wood, 17 years. Warm Acacia honey & green apples on the nose leading to warm winter spices,

12.60

Glenfiddich, 12 years. Characteristic sweet, fruity notes. Develops into butterscotch, cream, malt & subtle oak flavours.

£4.75

Glenfiddich, 15 years. Silky smooth, revealing layers of sherry oak, marzipan, cinnamon & ginger. Full-bodied &

£5.35

Glenfiddich, 18 years. Richly delivers luxurious dried fruit, candy peel & dates. Overlaid with elegant oak notes.

£7.15

to detail as you taste this very unique malt.

coffee. Sweet vanilla forms a creamy palate with notes of apple & mangos with a hint of orange in the background. Mouthcoating & fruity with superb balance, the finish lingers with a vanilla focused character.
Rich & complex, suggestive of years of careful ageing, it has a honeyed maltiness with vanilla, oak flavours & delicate spice
notes. Long & complex with a hint of liquorice.
vanilla & honey suckle on the palate. The finish is gloriously long with notes of vanilla & honey.
A long smooth & mellow finish.

bursting with flavour. Satisfyingly rich with lingering sweetness.
Warming, rewarding & distinguished.

Glenfiddich, 21 years. Initially soft, then brisk, vibrant & drying. Peppery with a touch of smoke, oak, lime, ginger £13.50
& spices. Very long, warming, dry & spicy.

Glenfiddich, 26 years. A luxurious single malt that truly lives up to its name. A vibrant yet soft & delicate expression, £27.00
with a deep & complex balance of sweetness & dry oak tannin. Bound to excite the palate & awaken the nose.

Monkey Shoulder. An elegant, stylish nose of marmalade, cocoa & Malt. Very malty, creamy delivery on the palate

£4.20

Tullamore D.E.W. Irish Whiskey. Good body with notes of sherried peels & spice, granary toast & vanilla cream.

£4.70

with a suggestion of berry fruit. Juicy toasted barley, clove & butterscotch. Spicy oak & hint of peppermint on the tail.

Gin. Synonymous with British culture, Gin is now enjoyed worldwide & is most commonly drunk in a Gin & Tonic or

a Martini. In essence, gin is a spirit with a predominant flavour of juniper berries, which account for its tangy, crispness &
refreshing attributes. There are various styles of gin with London Dry Gin being the most popular.
Whilst Juniper must be the dominant flavour, other botanicals can be used to make gin, & there is no limit to what can be
used – these often include anise, liquorice root, saffron, cinnamon, cassia bark & orris root. The term “gin” might derive
from either the Dutch “jenever” or the French “genièvre” – both of which mean “juniper”.
Gin can be made with any neutral spirit, so production methods can vary greatly. It is how the spirit is flavoured that marks
the difference between the various styles.

Beefeater Gin. Beefeater London Dry Gin was first made in 1820 by James Burroughs. It is still, to this day, made to

£4.10

Boë Superior Gin. Boë Superior Gin is named after & inspired by Franz de la Boë, who first created gin back in 1658.

£4.70

Boe Violet Gin. Infused with violets, creating a stylish gin with a light taste & beautiful colour.
Bombay Sapphire Gin. One of the best known & most delicately perfumed gins in the world; Bombay Sapphire make

£4.95
£4.20

Botanist Islay Dry Gin. Made by the geniuses at the Bruichladdich distillery, the Islay gin is jam packed with a tasty s

£5.20

Caorunn Gin. Carefully handcrafted in the Scottish Highlands, Caorunn expertly infuses five locally foraged gin botanic

£5.10

Crossbill Highland Gin. Crossbill Highland Dry Gin features a very simple botanical selection – 100% Scottish jun

£5.25

Darnley's View Gin. A crisp, tasty, London Dry Gin created by Wemyss! Darnley’s is named after the time when M

£4.25

Eden Mill Hop Gin. The craft brewer Eden has built a micro-distillery at its St Andrews base & houses Scotland’s

£5.10

Edinburgh Gin. This delicious gin is distilled in Edinburgh & is flavoured with lovely botanicals including milk

£5.10

Edinburgh Gin – Raspberry, Rhubarb & Ginger or Elderflower
Glen Wyvis Gin. The brain child of the local Flying Farmer is the first from the new Dingwall distillery. The distillery

£4.95
£5.10

Gordon’s Gin. An absolute classic dry gin, Gordon’s is one of the best selling spirits in the world, & was first created in

£4.20

Gordon Castle Gin. Small-batch, hand-crafted gin from the Gordon Castle along the river Spey, featuring botanicals

£5.05

the same recipe. Great in a martini, this is a spiced yet fruity gin.

This new recipe featuring some different botanicals, resulting in a vibrant flavour profile.

s an excellent martini, & is great as a base for a Gin & Tonic.

election of botanicals big enough to make any botanist swoon. 22 of the 31 botanicals are native to Islay, including wild Isla
y juniper, giving us a real taste of the island that’s neither a peated nor unpeated whisky.
als. Artisanal & small batch, beautifully mixing the rugged charm of Speyside with the urban sophistication of modern Sco
tland. Caorunn is a modern “London Dry” Gin with a dry & crisp, aromatic taste adventure & a long dry finish. Beautif
ully versatile, Caorunn is a perfect in any classic or contemporary cocktail.
iper berries & rosehip. Crossbill is juniper forward, with bundles of fresh pine notes, kept in check by the sweeter, slightly fr
uity rosehip touches.
ary Queen of Scots first met her future husband Lord Darnley at Wemyss Castle in 1565.

first single-site brewery & distillery. Oak Gin marries some very special ex-bourbon beer barrels with a classic gin recipe to
complements this fresh, still-young wood. Ageing in these selected casks gives slightly sweet oak & subtle juniper hints on
the nose, some vanilla & toffee notes on the pallet, & a smooth silky finish.
thistle & heather. A very creamy little gin.

name is an amalgam of former distillery in the area – Glenskiach & Ben Wyvis. As ‘skiach’ means ‘hawthorn’ in
Gaelic, this is the key botanical.

1769, & the recipe hasn’t changed since! This is a tripled-distilled gin flavoured with juniper berries, coriander, angelica, &
one more botanical. The actual recipe is only known to a dozen people!

grown in the estate’s walled garden. Mint, lavender & gooseberry are among the botanical selection, giving this crisp gin a
floral & fresh palate.

Hendrick’s Gin. Quirky producer Hendrick’s make their pot-distilled gin using cucumber as one of the primary botanic

£5.10

Isle of Harris Gin. The nine specially chosen botanicals seek to capture the elemental nature of the island, particularly

£5.05

Kirkjuvar Gin. Pronounced “Kirk-u-vaar” and means Church in the Bay, The gin is well-balanced and there`s a depth

£5.10

als. Distilled and bottled in Scotland, Hendrick’s is a super premium gin with a subtly different botanicals recipe that includes
a unique infusion of rose petals and cucumber alongside more traditional botanical ingredients. This makes for a unique,
tasty & incredibly refreshing gin.
the maritime influences of the seas which surround on all sides. Sugar kelp is key to the subtle coastal notes that mark out
the spirit. Hand-harvested by a local diver from the deep underwater forests of the Outer Hebrides, this natural &
sustainable ingredient completes the wider aspects of the gin’s flavour profile.

of flavour from floral and herbaceous notes to subtle, almost sherbert-like citrus sweetness offset with a peppery twist in the
lingering dry finish.
Kirkjuvar Honey & Raspberry. The honey and raspberry is the the company`s first foray into the fruit gin market.
Kintyre Gin. A beautifully blended spirit using carefully selected botanicals which reflect our unique coastal, pasture and
woodland position on the east coast of the Kintyre peninsula. Tasting notes: delicate floral notes and citrus body, with a
juniper and spice finish
Larios 12. A Spanish gin made using 12 botanicals which are distilled five times. Larios 12 is made with botanicals
including wild juniper, nutmeg, angelica root, coriander, Mediterranean lemon, orange, tangerine, mandarin, clementine,
grapefruit, lime and orange blossom.

£5.20
£4.95

£4.10

Pickering’s Gin. Pickering’s gin is distilled in Edinburgh using a recipe found on a piece of paper which was written in

£5.05

Rasaay Gin. This Hebridean gin from the Isle of Raasay is based on triple distilled Raasay spirit redistilled with ten
botanicals: juniper berries, rhubarb root, lemon peel, orange peel, coriander seeds, angelica root, liquorice root, orris root, cubeb
pepper.
Rock Rose. Rock Rose Gin is made at the Dunnet Bay Distillery all the way up in Caithness. This very northerly gin
features an alluring botanical selection which are locally harvested & Juniper from two different countries – Italy &
Bulgaria.

£5.05

Shetland Reel Gin. Shetland Reel Gin comes to us all the way from Unst, one of the Shetland islands! This light & re

£5.05

Tanqueray Gin. Produced in Scotland, the recipe is a closely guarded trade secret. It is known to contain four

£5.10

1947. After finely-tuning the ingredients, featuring botanicals like juniper, lemon, lime, coriander, anise, angelica, cardamo
m, clove & fennel, the folks at the Summer-hall distillery started putting together their refreshing gin using 500-liter cooper s
till, charmingly named Gert.

£5.10

freshing gin made with a specially devised recipe featuring 8 botanicals, including juniper, coriander seed, orris root, cassia ba
rk, citrus peel & apple mint grown on Unst.
botanicals: juniper, coriander, angelica root and liquorice.
Gordon’s Sloe Gin. A crisp Sloe Gin from Gordon’s made by steeping Sloe berries in Gordon’s gin. Crisp & delicate.

£4.00

